NEDIT MediaFace
QUESTIONNAIRE

If you have upcoming media facade projects, we would like to develop a first budget‐estimation, based
on the following standard questionnaire (after the completion of the form please send it by email to
info@nedit.com or by fax to +49 2452 3941):

1.)

Which part(s) of the facade shall be faced with the NEDIT MediaFace?
Usually these conditions will be specified by the architects. Please attach drawings of the facade(s)
with marked NEDIT MediaFace areas and specified dimensions, as well as pictures or renderings of
the building(s).

2.)

Would you like to install the NEDIT MediaFace in front of the glass facade (outdoor) or behind
the glass facade (indoor)?
Please note for the installation behind the glass facade, that the panes in front of the NEDIT Me‐
diaFace must be uncoloured (neutral colour transparency) and the translucence should be greater
or equal 70%.

3.)

Which peripheral static/mechanical fixing points can be made available on site for the installa‐
tion of the NEDIT MediaFace?
Please attach drawings and information about the load‐carrying ability.
(not necessary for the first budget estimation and can be given later)

4.)

Do you need the visibility only during the night (less expensive) or during daytime too?
night only
day and night

5.)

Range of minimum viewing distance (e.g. >25m or >100m or >200m or ....)

6.)

What will you show on the NEDIT MediaFace? *1)
only colour shades (most budget‐friendly)
low resolution graphics
fitted videos
TV video (most expensive)
*1)
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Please note that the system always is video capable. If it will be possible to show video and the quality of image de‐
pends on the resolution which is wanted and/or applicable due to the size of the screen.
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7.)

Importance of the transparency of the media facade solution (grading and reason)?

8.)

In order to avoid multiple offers for the same project via different contacts we need the name
and the address of the final customer and the name and the address of the project. *1)
Final Customer
company name:
contact person:
street:
postcode:
city:
country:
phone:
email
Project Data
project name:
street:
postcode:
city:
country:
*1)

The NEDIT MediaFace only will be sold to the final customer directly and not via resellers. Agents or the like should
contact us in advance, for the requirements which have to be fulfilled in this case.

If you have any further queries, please do not hesitate to contact us at the address as mentioned below:
NEDIT GmbH
Robert‐Bosch‐Str. 1
52525 Heinsberg
Germany
Tel
Fax

+49 (2452) 3941
+49 (2452) 3942

info@nedit.com
www.nedit.com
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